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Summary
Background: Developing neural networks display sponta-
neous and correlated rhythmic bursts of action potentials
that are essential for circuit refinement. In the spinal cord, it
is poorly understood how correlated activity is acquired and
how its emergence relates to the formation of the spinal central
pattern generator (CPG), the circuit that mediates rhythmic
behaviors like walking and swimming. It is also unknown
whether early, uncorrelated activity is necessary for the forma-
tion of the coordinated CPG.
Results: Time-lapse imaging in the intact zebrafish embryo
with the genetically encoded calcium indicator GCaMP3 re-
vealed a rapid transition from slow, sporadic activity to fast,
ipsilaterally correlated, and contralaterally anticorrelated
activity, characteristic of the spinal CPG. Ipsilateral correla-
tions were acquired through the coalescence of local microcir-
cuits. Brief optical manipulation of activity with the light-driven
pump halorhodopsin revealed that the transition to correlated
activity was associated with a strengthening of ipsilateral
connections, likely mediated by gap junctions. Contralateral
antagonism increased in strength at the same time. The transi-
tion to coordinated activity was disrupted by long-term optical
inhibition of sporadic activity in motoneurons and ventral
longitudinal descending interneurons and resulted in more
neurons exhibiting uncoordinated activity patterns at later
time points.
Conclusions: These findings show that the CPG in the zebra-
fish spinal cord emerges directly from a sporadically active
network as functional connectivity strengthens between local
and then more distal neurons. These results also reveal that
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Introduction
Spontaneous activity is common to developing networks,
occurring in the embryo during periods of concentrated axonal
growth and synaptogenesis [1]. A hallmark of this activity is
correlated population activity. Such correlations are hypothe-
sized to guide the development of neural circuits [2], as
demonstrated in the visual system where disruption of corre-
lated retinal waves causes abnormal circuit development in
downstream targets [3]. A transition from sporadic, cell-auton-
omous activity to correlated rhythmic activity has been
observed in brain stem [4], cortex [5], and hippocampus [6],
reflecting the emergence of connectivity and suggesting that
early, sporadic activity may be necessary for the formation of
more mature, correlated networks.
Early in the development of the motor system, cell-autono-
mous spontaneous calcium transients are observed in spinal
cord neurons [7] before the maturation of the synaptic network.
Later, spinal cord neurons display correlated patterns of spon-
taneous activity, beginning with bilaterally synchronized bursts
of action potentials [8, 9] that convert to alternationbetween the
left and right sides when g-aminobutyric acid (GABA)A and
glycine receptor signaling switches during development from
depolarizing to hyperpolarizing [10]. In vertebrates, manipula-
tion of correlated spontaneous activity in the spinal cord
disrupts axon guidance [11], the balance between excitatory
and inhibitory synaptic strength [12], and the formation of the
central pattern generator (CPG) [13], which generates oscilla-
tory rhythms for locomotion into adulthood [14]. Though cholin-
ergicactivityhasbeenshown tobenecessary for thematuration
of rhythmicalternationbetween the twosidesof themammalian
spinal cord [13], it is unknown whether activity influences the
acquisition of correlations on the same side of the cord and
which cell types may mediate this activity dependence.
We investigated the emergence of correlated patterns of
spontaneous activity in vivo in the developing zebrafish spinal
cord locomotor system using the genetically encoded calcium
indicator GCaMP3 [15] to image spontaneous activity noninva-
sively at single-cell resolution in identified cells. The imaging
identified a remarkably rapid transition from sporadic, uncorre-
lated activity to rhythms characteristic of the locomotor CPG
with ipsilateral correlation and contralateral alternation. Acute
optical manipulation of activity revealed that the development
of functional connectivity underlies the emergence of the coor-
dinated activity. Chronic optical inhibition of activity in moto-
neurons and ventral longitudinal descending (VeLD) interneu-
rons early in the transition period disrupted the integration of
maturing neurons into the correlated network, suggesting that
the emergence of the coordinated CPG is activity dependent.
Results
Emergence of Correlated Activity
In vivo calcium imaging with genetically encoded indicators
has been used successfully to image neural activity in
Figure 1. Spontaneous Calcium Activity in Spinal Neurons Progresses from Sporadic to Locomotor-Like During Embryonic Development
GCaMP3 activity in single neurons in one example embryo at 18 hpf (left) and 20 hpf (right).
(A and D) Dorsal views of GCaMP3 baseline fluorescence with active regions circled (rostral left; imaged area somites 4–8).
(B and E) Normalized intensity traces for active regions (identified on y axis) for the left and right sides of the cord, with amplitude corresponding to standard
deviations (s.d.) of fluorescence away from baseline. At 18 hpf (B), ipsilateral neurons have little correlated firing, though some synchronization is observed
(e.g., cells 8 and 9). At 20 hpf (E), ipsilateral neurons are tightly synchronized,with few exceptions (e.g., cell 4; note elongated shape extending to themidline).
(C and F) Raster plots of detected events for subsection of data in (B) and (E). At 18 hpf (C), population activity is uncoordinated. By 20 hpf (F), ipsilateral cells
are synchronized, contralateral cells alternate, and a higher order left/right bursting organization is observed. See also Figure S1.
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94zebrafish embryos [16] and larvae [17, 18]. We employed
GCaMP3 [15, 18] for its high baseline fluorescence and high
signal-to-noise ratio [15]. GCaMP3 and the light-gated inhibi-
tory chloride pump halorhodopsin (NpHR) [19, 20], were tar-
geted to neurons of interest using the UAS/Gal4 system.
Spontaneous activity in the zebrafish spinal cord is
restricted to ventral neurons of the motor system [21]. We
used theGal4s1020t line developed in an enhancer trap screen
[22] to target a subset of these spontaneously active cells (see
Figure S1 available online). We have previously characterized
this line to contain primary and secondary motoneurons and
Kolmer-Agduhr (KA) ascending interneurons in the spinal
cord at 5 days postfertilization (dpf) [23]. At 1 dpf, single-cell
imaging with Brn3c:GAL4, UAS:mGFP (BGUG) [22] also re-
vealed targeting to descending interneurons (Figures S1C
and S1E). The Gal4 insert for this line is near the olig2 gene
[23], which exhibits an identical expression pattern and has
been shown at 1 dpf to target motor neurons, KA cells, and
VeLD interneurons, as well as bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU)-
incorporating cells along the midline [24]. We therefore inter-
pret the descending interneurons to be VeLDs.
Single-cell electrophysiological recordings have identified
three key neuron types—primary motoneurons, VeLD inter-
neurons, and IC (ipsilateral caudal) descending interneu-
rons—to be always active during spontaneous events in thezebrafish spinal cord at 20–24 hpf [21]. In the Gal4s1020t
line, we could image the population dynamics of spontaneous
activity in primary motoneurons and VeLDs, two of the three
key neuron types.
During embryonic development, zebrafish display sponta-
neous bursts of action potentials in the spinal cord that are
associated with spontaneous contractions of the tail [25, 26,
21]. We imaged spontaneous calcium activity in UAS:
GCaMP3/Gal4s1020t fish at 18 hpf, an hour after the onset of
spontaneous behavior [25], and at 20 hpf, when electrophysi-
ological correlation between pairs of spinal neurons has
been previously observed [21], and when there is evidence
for both electrical and chemical synapse formation in the
zebrafish spinal cord [26, 21]. Calcium imaging was performed
on embryos paralyzed withf-bungarotoxin to eliminate spon-
taneous contractions, performed from a dorsal view to simul-
taneously observe cells on the left and right sides, and
centered on somites 5 and 6. Spatial regions corresponding
to single active neurons (e.g., regions outlined in Figures 1A
and 1D) and intensity traces over time (e.g., time series data
in Figure 1B and 1E) were extracted frommovies using a semi-
automated toolbox [27].
Though activity was present at 18 hpf, it was sporadic, with
long-duration events (Figures 1A–1C; Movie S1) that were
rarely associated with events in other ipsilateral cells and
Figure 2. Pairwise Cell Relationships Progress from
Independent to Ipsilaterally Correlated and Contralater-
ally Anticorrelated during a Short Period of Development
(A) Correlation matrices of single-cell traces through the
development of an example embryo. Each pixel repre-
sents a pairwise comparison between two cells, with
high correlation values in red and perfect autocorrelation
along the diagonal. Cells are sorted left to right and top to
bottom as shown for 17.5 hpf. Ticks mark border
between left and right cord and bound a high degree of
ipsilateral correlation observed at later time points.
(B) Cross-correlation shows a strengthening of ipsilateral
coupling between 18 and 20 hpf and acquisition of oscil-
latory rhythm by 20 hpf. Cross-correlation was calcu-
lated by averaging time-shifted correlation data for all
ipsilateral and contralateral cell pairs in individual
movies, pooled across nine different fish.
(C) Average pairwise correlations for synchronous
events comparing ipsilateral and contralateral cell pairs from individual time-lapse movies acquired from fish ages 17.5 to 21 hpf and pooled across fish.
We observed a significant difference between ipsilateral correlations in younger versus older embryos (18 hpf, r = 0.272 6 0.082; 20 hpf, r = 0.761 6
0.031; p < 1023, paired Student’s t test; n = 9 fish) and a significant increase in the anticorrelation of contralateral cells (18 hpf, r = 20.207 6 0.067; 20
hpf, r = 20.710 6 0.028; p = < 1023, paired Student’s t test; n = 9 fish). n = 9 fish for 18–21 hpf; n = 4 fish at 17.5 hpf. Error bars = SEM. See also Figure S2.
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the cord. We did observe some correlation between ipsilateral
cells at 18 hpf, but this was just between small subsets of
nearby cells (e.g., Figure 1B, cells 1 and 2). In contrast, at 20
hpf events were shorter lasting, tightly correlated between
nearly all ipsilateral cells, and organized in bursts of alternation
between the left and right sides (Figures 1D–1F; Movie S2), as
observed previously [16]. The left/right rhythmicity is reminis-
cent of activity patterns observed during swimming but is
significantly slower at this early coiling stage that precedes
swimming [28]. We also observed fish that exhibited near-
continual alternating bursts (Figure S1F).
Time-lapse calcium imaging was used to characterize the
transition between the uncorrelated and correlated network
states. Calcium imaging movies of 4 min duration were taken
every half hour between 17.5 and 21 hpf. To quantify changes
in activity patterns, we calculated the correlation of GCaMP
traces for all cell pairs in individual movies. Pairwise correla-
tionmatrices of single-cell traces in an example fish (Figure 2A)
showed little correlation at early time points, and the few cell
pairs that were correlated were weakly so. With time, correla-
tions between ipsilateral neurons became stronger, whereas
neurons on opposite sides of the cord became anticorrelated.
Pooled correlation data across fish showed that ipsilateral
cells went from weak to strong correlation, reaching
a maximum at 20 hpf, 3 hr after the onset of spontaneous
behavior [25] (Figures 2B and 2C). During this period, contra-
lateral cells became increasingly anticorrelated (Figures 2B
and 2C). By 20 hpf, rhythmic oscillations were apparent
(Figures 1F and 2B, right), indicating that the components of
a CPG are in place. Increases in ipsilateral correlation and
decreases in event duration were detected in individual
tracked cells that became active early (e.g., starting at 18
hpf, Figure S2A) as well as for cells that became active later
(e.g., starting at 19.5 hpf, Figure S2B), suggesting that matura-
tion of the circuit involves the progressive addition of cells,
each of which goes from an initial state of uncorrelated slow
activity to network-associated fast activity.
Ipsilateral Synchronization through Coalescence of Local
Correlated Groups
Spatiotemporal maps of correlated ensembles in most fish
(6/9) at early stages showed multiple nonoverlappingcorrelated groups on the same side of the cord (Figure 3,
18.5 hpf, left side). With time, the correlations between cells
strengthened and the correlated groups increased in size, to
eventually include virtually all ipsilateral cells in the field of
view (Figure 3, e.g., 20 hpf; Figure S3A). Within these corre-
lated ensembles, cells became more precisely time-locked
(i.e., shorter lag times) during this early period of spontaneous
activity (Figure S3B). In addition, event amplitude variability
decreased during this period (Figure S3C).
In younger embryos (17.5–18.5 hpf), the distance between
cells participating in a synchronous event was relatively small,
(i.e., correlations were seen between small numbers of neigh-
boring cells), whereas temporally coupled cells covered
a broader spatial region in older embryos (e.g., 20–21 hpf) (Fig-
ure S3D). Conversely, temporal spread was broad at younger
stages but tight at later stages as events became more accu-
rately time-locked between ipsilateral cells (Figure S3D). Thus,
ipsilateral correlation is accomplished through the coales-
cence of local correlated groups, which converts small events
that are weakly correlated in small groups of cells into large
events that occur synchronously on the entire side of the
spinal cord. Although the zebrafish spinal cord develops in
a rostral to caudal sequence [29], ipsilateral correlations do
not emerge in a rostral to caudal pattern, at least in the region
of cord that we imaged.
Increased Functional Connectivity Accompanies
Emergence of Correlated Activity
Both chemical and electrical synapses have been implicated in
mediating spontaneous activity in the spinal cord [9]. Paired
recordings have shown that gap junctions play an essential
role in the connectivity of the embryonic zebrafish spinal
cord [21]. Additionally, uncoupling gap junctions with heptanol
or by intracellular acidification eliminates spontaneous activity
at 19–24 hpf, whereas blockers of chemical transmission do
not [26]. In older embryos (20–20.5 hpf), heptanol eliminated
spontaneous activity in all but 3.7% 6 1.6% of cells (n = 11
fish; see Figure S4B for example), whereas 34.7% 6 9.9% of
cells remained active in younger embryos (17.5–18 hpf, n =
13 fish; p = 0.002, unpaired Student’s t test; see Figure S4A
for example). Though these results could be due to off-target
effects on calcium or potassium channels, they remain consis-
tent with a model in which gap junctions are important for
Figure 3. Ipsilateral Correlation Is Acquired
through the Progressive Synchronization of Local
Subgroups of Cells
Spatial maps of correlated groups in an example
fish from 18 to 21 hpf show small local circuits
containing a few cells at 18 and 18.5 hpf that
expand into full correlation of each side at later
stages. Correlations between all cell pairs were
calculated and lines were drawn between cell
pairs with correlations greater than 0.2, with
thicker lines representing stronger correlation.
Line color represents the log of the standard
deviation of the lags between event start times
of cell pairs and shows an overall increase in
temporal precision between ipsilateral pairs as
development progresses. See also Figure S3.
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96correlated activity at 20 hpf and younger neurons are more
electrically cell autonomous.
To examine this apparent emergence of functional connec-
tivity between ipsilateral cells, we manipulated activity in
single cells or in groups of cells and examined the effect on
neighboring ipsilateral cells. We used the genetically encoded
light-driven chloride pump NpHR, which hyperpolarizes
neurons in response to yellow light [19]. GCaMP3 and NpHR
were genetically targeted to the same population of ventral
spinal neurons in Gal4s1020t/UAS:GCaMP3/UAS:NpHR-
mCherry [20] fish (Figure S5A). Spatial targeting of NpHR-
activating light was accomplished using a digital micromirror
device (DMD). Its spatial resolution was tested by photocon-
version of the fluorescent protein Kaede, and light could be
restricted to single cells (Figure S5E).
Because NpHR-activating 593nm light does not overlap with
the excitation or emission spectrum of GCaMP3 [15], calcium
events could be imaged simultaneously during NpHR activa-
tion. Spontaneous calcium events imaged with GCaMP3 in
NpHR-expressing fish were blocked successfully by illumina-
tion of 593 nm light at 19 mW/mm2 (Figures S5B–S5D). As
seen earlier, including in other zebrafish neurons [19, 20], light
offset triggered rebound excitation (Figures S5C and S5D), al-
lowing us to excite as well as inhibit with a single tool.
We observed striking differences in network responses to
NpHR activation between younger and older embryos. Illumi-
nation of single cells in younger animals (18–18.5 hpf) caused
robust inhibition in the illuminated cell and a rebound excita-
tion upon light-off (Figure 4A) but had no effect on other ipsilat-
eral cells, suggesting low connectivity, where individual cells
are functionally independent. In contrast, single-cell illumina-
tion at 20–20.5 hpf did not significantly affect activity in either
the illuminated cell or in other ipsilateral cells (Figure 4B).
However, illumination of a group of cells in a region encom-
passing two hemi-somites strongly suppressed activity during
illumination and evoked rebound excitation upon light-off in
both the illuminated cells and nonilluminated ipsilateral neigh-
bors (Figure 4C). Connectivity through electrical synapses can
explain the ineffectiveness of NpHR single cell manipulation in
the older embryo (Figure 4B), because spread to neighbors of
chloride current pumped into an individual cell would reduce
the efficacy of the hyperpolarization in that cell. The bidirec-
tionality of electrical synapses can also explain why the inhibi-
tion and activation spread to nonilluminated cells in both the
rostral and caudal directions (Figure 4D) even though the
only spontaneously active ipsilaterally projecting interneu-
rons—the VeLD and IC cells—both have descending axons
during this period of development [21, 30, 31]. In summary,
our data suggest that increased functional connectivityunderlies the emergence of ipsilateral correlation observed
between 17.5 and 20 hpf (Figure 2C).
Triggered Rhythmic Oscillation with NpHR Reveals
Acquisition of Contralateral Antagonism
Supraspinal activation of the spinal CPG is bilateral for forward
swimming but triggers an alternating response in downstream
spinal targets [32, 28]. This behaviorally relevant coordinated
firing relies on robust inhibitory connections between the two
sides of the cord [14]. We tested whether the left and right
sides of the cord were functionally antagonistic in the embryo
by assessing network responses to bilateral stimulation
evoked by NpHR rebound excitation that was confined to the
neuronal cell types expressing in the Gal4s1020t line.
Gal4s1020t/ UAS:GCaMP3/UAS:NpHR-mCherry embryos
were illuminated bilaterally over a four-somite region for 15 s,
a duration that reliably triggered rebound excitation at light-
off (Figures S5C and S5D; Figures 5A and 5B). At 18 hpf, bilat-
eral rebound activation triggered calciumevents on the left and
right sides of the cord with the initial wave of activity occurring
nearly simultaneously on the two sides (Figure 5A). In contrast,
at 20 hpf, the rebound excitation triggered a wave of activity
first on one side and then, after a substantial delay, on the other
side (Figure 5B). The firing then alternated back and forth
between the two sides, similar to what was seen in sponta-
neous locomotor-like activity (Figure 1F and 2B, right). The
delay between correlated events (two or more cells partici-
pating) on the left and right sides following light offset
increased significantly between 18 and 21 hpf (p < 1023, paired
Student’s t test, n = 6 fish; Figure 5D), suggesting that contra-
lateral antagonism is strengthened during this period.
Developmental Transition Disrupted by Inhibition
of Activity
To determine the influence of uncorrelated spontaneous
activity on the formation of the correlated network and the
locomotor CPG, we inhibited spontaneous events for 1 hr
with NpHR during the period of transition from uncorrelated
to correlated activity (18 to 19 hpf), while imaging population
activity with GCaMP3 (Figure 6). To prevent cumulative desen-
sitization of NpHR during long-term activation, we applied
a 500 msec pulse of blue light (410 nm) every 10 s [33, 19],
concurrently with yellow light using a double bandpass filter
to prevent rebound stimulation with yellow light off (Figure 6A).
Light was applied to the full imaged region covering both sides
of the cord and approximately six somites, centered at
somites 5 and 6.
Activation of NpHR from 18 to 19 hpf with yellow/blue light
resulted in a reduction in the frequency of spontaneous events
Figure 4. Optical Manipulation of Targeted Network Components with NpHR Reveals Changes in Functional Connectivity between Ipsilateral Neurons
during Development
(A and B) Single-cell optical manipulation of spontaneous activity with NpHR at 18 hpf (A) and 20 hpf (B). Illumination at 593 nm at 19 mW/mm2 is targeted
successively to two regions outlined in yellow (A1, left), while calcium population activity is simultaneously recorded (A1, right) in the illuminated cells (red)
and in the other ipsilateral cells (teal), and here displayed as normalized traces (standard deviation, s.d.) with regions indicated on y axis. At 18 hpf,
application of yellow light to a single cell (during yellow highlight bar) inhibits only the illuminated cell, while other cells remain active (A1). Pooled results
(n = 6 embryos) show inhibition during light-ON and activation at light-OFF to be limited to illuminated cells (red bars) (A2).
(B) At 20 hpf, single-cell illumination has no effect on activity of either the illuminated or nonilluminated cells (n = 7 embryos).
(C) At 20 hpf, illumination of one side of spinal cord in region spanning two somites (yellow outline in image, left) inhibits and rebound excites both the
illuminated cells and other ipsilateral cells (n = 7 embryos).
(D) Reduction of activity and rebound due to NpHR activation at 20 hpf are observed in cells that are both rostral and caudal to the region illuminated.
(E) Control application of light aimed to the side of the cord but within the embryo (C1) does not perturb activity (n = 7 embryos), indicating that effect on
unilluminated ipsilateral cells is not due to light scattering, though we acknowledge that light scattering may have different properties in this region. Rostral
end points up in fluorescence images. Significance values from paired Student’s t-test are *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01. See also Figures S4 and S5.
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Figure 5. Bilateral Activation with NpHR Rebound Reveals Acquisition of
Contralateral Antagonism during Development
Raster plots of spontaneous events of left and right cells in a single embryo
at 18 hpf (A) and 20 hpf (B) during and following bilateral NpHR inhibition
with 593 nm light (yellow bars) covering approximately four somites (C).
(A) Bilateral activation following NpHR inhibition at 18 hpf results in near
simultaneous activation of left (LT) and right (RT) cells following light offset.
Arrows indicate the time when two or more cells participate in an event
following light offset for one side of the cord (left side, blue; right side, red).
(B) At 20 hpf, activation at light offset of bilateral illumination results in a burst
of activity in which one side fires first, followed, after a delay, by firing on the
other side and continuing in alternation of firing from side to side. In this
example, the right side is active first in trial 1, but the left side is active first
in the trial 2.
(D) The delay following offset of bilateral illumination between synchronous
events on the left and right sides of the cord (two or more cells participating)
increases during development, suggesting an increase in left/right antago-
nism. n = 5 fish (four trials per fish per condition); *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01, paired
Student’s t test. See also Figure S5.
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98during the 18 to 19 hpf period in NpHR-positive fish as
compared to three control groups: (1) NpHR-negative fish
without yellow/blue light, (2) NpHR-negative fish with yellow/
blue light, and (3) NpHR-positive fish without yellow/blue light
(Figure 6B). NpHR-induced inhibition reduced activity by 66%
initially (18 hpf) and by 53% by the end of the illumination
period (19 hpf) compared to GCaMP only (group 1) controls
(Figure 6B). An intermediate decrease in the frequency of
spontaneous events was observed in NpHR-positive fish that
did not receive the yellow/blue light protocol (group 3). This
effect was attributed to the fact that the 488 nm imaging light
overlaps with the NpHR excitation spectrum and activates
the pump by approximately 18% [19]. To eliminate potential
effects of the imaging light on the frequency of spontaneous
events, we imaged the population patterns only at the end of
the experiment (22 hpf) for NpHR without yellow/blue light
controls.
We observed a substantial reduction in pairwise ipsilateral
correlation in the experimental fish (NpHR-positive fish
receiving the yellow/blue light protocol) when compared to
controls (Figure 6C), though the four groups did not differ at
baseline at 18 hpf (ipsilateral correlation one-way analysis of
variance [ANOVA], p = 0.22). This reduction in correlation
became evident at 20.5 hpf and continued through 22 hpf (Fig-
ure 6C). Additionally, the three controls were similar at 22 hpf,
indicating that neither NpHR expression alone, possible NpHR
constitutive activity alone, nor yellow/blue light alone disrupts
the emergence of correlated activity.
An examination of the activity in control and experimental
fish showed that by 22 hpf, the experimental fish had a largerproportion of active cells with immature phenotypes (Fig-
ure 7B). As shown above (Figures 1–3) and in control fish (Fig-
ure 7A), most active cells were part of an ipsilateral, correlated
network in the older embryo, with a small minority of the cells
showing long-duration, uncorrelated events, and usually
residing more medially in the spinal cord (Figures 1D and 1E;
Figure 7A, asterisks). In contrast, in experimental fish, approx-
imately 50% of the active cells were uncorrelated, with long-
duration events (Figure 7B, asterisks; Figure 7C), displaying
the more immature activity pattern that we observed in our
single-cell tracking (Figure S2). Associated with this perturbed
pattern of activity, we found that in the experimental animals,
a larger fraction of the active cells were located closer to the
midline of the spinal cord (Figure 7B, asterisks; Figure 7D),
where more immature cells, like BrdU-incorporating progen-
itor cells, have been shown to reside [24]. Groups did not differ
in events kinetics (width at half maximum one-way ANOVA, p =
0.30) nor the location of active cells (distance to midline one-
way ANOVA, p = 0.28) at 18 hpf before activity manipulation.
The number of active cells per field of view was not signifi-
cantly different between experimental and control fish (Fig-
ure S6), suggesting that the optical inhibition of activity in
motoneurons and VeLDs perturbed the developmental transi-
tion by reducing the efficiency with which cells that originated
at the midline joined the lateral correlated network.
Discussion
Rapid Emergence of Ipsilateral Correlation
Optical measurements of spontaneous activity in genetically
selected ventral spinal neurons in live zebrafish revealed
a rapid transition from uncorrelated, sporadic slow activity to
ipsilaterally correlated fast activity. The transition to correlated
activity could be accounted for by the formation of electrical
connections, which initially couple nearby neurons into local
microcircuits and then merge to include the majority of active
ipsilateral neurons into a single coupled network.
Our observations in vivo are consistent with observations
made previously. In Xenopus, cell-autonomous calcium
events are seen in dissociated spinal cultures and in the iso-
lated spinal cord, with short-duration calcium events
becoming correlated between small groups of neurons later
in development [7]. In isolated spinal cord of rodent [34] and
chick [35], spontaneous events, which are correlated between
motoneurons and interneurons, propagate between multiple
spinal segments [35]. In the zebrafish spinal cord, cell-autono-
mous calcium events have been detected in axon-less cells of
the 19–26 hpf embryo in imaging experiments but likely over-
lap minimally with the events we detected due to their very
slow kinetics [36]. Correlated depolarizations have been
observed between pairs of ventral neurons in dual-cell electro-
physiological recordings in 20–24 hpf zebrafish embryos [21],
which likely correspond to the correlated calcium events we
observed with GCaMP. During swimming, waves of activity
propagate down the ipsilateral spinal cord, resulting in nearby
motoneurons beingmore correlated than distant ones [14, 28].
A similar, though slower, rostral to caudal propagation is
observed in spontaneously active motoneurons of 24 hpf ze-
brafish embryos [16]. We observed that nearby spinal neurons
became correlated before distant neurons, suggesting that
more mature rostral to caudal relationships are established
as the first connections are formed between neurons.
The changes in global activity patterns that we observed
were associated with a rapid strengthening of functional
Figure 6. Inhibition of Spontaneous Events with NpHR from 18 to 19 hpf
Yields a Subsequent Decrease in Ipsilateral Correlation
(A) Experimental protocol for chronic inhibition experiments. GCaMP
movies were acquired during the light manipulation (at 18, 18.5, and 19
hpf) with 488 nm light to determine the effectiveness of the light protocol
and at half-hour to hour intervals thereafter (until 22 hpf) to assess subse-
quent changes in network dynamics. Stimulation of NpHR was performed
from 18 to 19 hpf with continuous 593 nm light at 19 nW/mm2 interspersed
every 10 s with 500 msec long pulses of light simultaneously at two wave-
lengths: 405 nm to reduce desensitization of the NpHR and 568 nm to acti-
vate it.
(B) The frequency of calcium events from 18 to 19 hpf was quantified for
experimental fish expressing NpHR and receiving the yellow light protocol
(GCaMP, NpHR, Light) as well as for three kinds of control fish: (1) NpHR-
negative fish without yellow/blue light (GCaMP), (2) NpHR-negative fish
with yellow/blue light (GCaMP, Light), and (3) NpHR-positive fish without
yellow/blue light (GCaMP, NpHR). Means were calculated per cell, n = 13–
385 cells per group. There was a significant effect of group at 18, 18.5,
and 19 hpf (one-way ANOVA at each time point, p < 0.05), with greatest
decreases in the experimental group (red bars; GCaMP, NpHR, Light). The
reduction in activity in embryos that expressed NpHR but did not receive
the light protocol can be attributed to the activation of NpHR by the
488 nm imaging light.
(C) Average ipsilateral pairwise correlations measured for experimental fish
(n = 8) and the three control groups (n = 7 to 9) in movies acquired after the
termination of the yellow/blue light protocol reveal a decrease in correlated
activity in the experimental fish (GCaMP, NpHR, Light) at later time points
compared to all of the controls. There was no difference between groups
at 19, 19.5, and 20 hpf (one-way ANOVA at each time point, p > 0.05), with
significant differences at 20.5, 21, and 22 hpf (one-way ANOVA at each
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99connectivity between ipsilateral neurons, as seen from the
change in the spread of NpHR inhibition and rebound excita-
tion to nonilluminated cells, suggesting that early activity is
cell autonomous and later activity depends on network inter-
actions. The initiation of rhythmic spontaneous events in the
rodent and chick spinal cord has been shown to depend on
recurrent excitation between GABA-, glycine- and glutamater-
gic interneurons and cholinergic motoneurons [1, 9]. The ipsi-
lateral network interactions that we observed in the zebrafish
appear to be mediated via electrical synapses, as shown in
previous studies [26, 21], though chemical synapses may
also play a role. Gap junctions also appear to play an integral
role in the propagation of correlated spontaneous activity in
the spinal cord of rodents [9] and chicks [37] and appear to
form some of the first connection in the developing retina
[38], cortex [39], and hippocampus [6].Contralateral Antagonism Emerges Concurrently
with Ipsilateral Correlation
We found that as the coupled ipsilateral network was estab-
lished there also emerged a superstructure in which the spon-
taneous activity alternated from side to side, a fundamental
characteristic of the CPG, which has been shown to involve
contralateral inhibition through chemical synapses [14]. Earlier
lesion studies have indicated that spontaneous activity and
left/right alternation in the spinal cord of embryonic zebrafish
does not rely on input from the brain [25, 40], suggesting that
the network mediating this rhythmic activity is endogenous
to the spinal cord. Given that, among the cells expressing in
our Gal4 line, only KAs and VeLDs project within the spinal
cord, and, of these, only the VeLDs are active in the first day
of development; it therefore appears that the VeLDs, and
neurons that they drive, can account for a minimal circuit for
locomotor-like activity and behavior.
In rats and mice, spontaneous events are at first synchro-
nized between both sides of the spinal cord and begin to alter-
nate between sides around birth when the activation of GABAA
and glycine receptors become hyperpolarizing [8, 9]. We did
not observe a period of synchronized spontaneous events
between the left and right sides of the spinal cord in the zebra-
fish. Rather, the first coordinated patterns consisted of both
ipsilateral correlation and contralateral alternation (Figures
2B and 2C).We observed similar patterns of alternating activity
with bilateral rebound activation with NpHR. The similarity
between spontaneous and NpHR rebound-evoked alternation
suggests that a bilateral drive may be responsible for trig-
gering the earliest alternating bursts of locomotor-like activity
in the embryonic zebrafish.Activity-Dependent Emergence of the CPG
Inhibition of activity for 1 hr with NpHR during the transition
from sporadic to patterned activity disrupted the emergence
of correlated, short duration, rhythmic activity, indicating
that early activity is either instructive or permissive for the
maturation of the spinal network. In the normal development
of the spinal cord, our imaging revealed that cells first displaytime point, p < 0.05). Note that to avoid activation of NpHR in controls
without yellow/blue light protocol, GCaMP imaging in this group was only
done at 22 hpf. Error bars = SEM. Asterisks in (B) and (C) mark pairwise
significance from post hoc comparison with Bonferroni correction (*p <
0.05; **p < 0.01).
Figure 7. Light Inhibition Decreases the Number of Cells Joining the Correlated Network
(A and B) Baseline GCaMP fluorescence images with active regions circled (top, rostral left) and associated normalized intensity traces (bottom; amplitude
plots standard deviation, s.d.) in example control fish (without NpHR but illuminated with yellow/blue light protocol from 18–19 hpf) (A) and experimental fish
(with NpHR and illuminated with yellow/blue light protocol from 18–19 hpf) (B) at 22 hpf. Asterisks mark cells with long-duration, uncorrelated events, which
increase in number in the experimental fish (B, bottom) and can be seen to reside in the medial spinal cord (B, top).
(C) Average event duration through development was quantified using width at half maximum for experimental fish expressing NpHR and receiving the
yellow light protocol (GCaMP, NpHR, Light) and for the three sets of control fish: (1) lacking light and NpHR expression (GCaMP), (2) lacking NpHR expres-
sion (GCaMP, Light) or lacking light (GCaMP, NpHR). Therewas no difference between groups at 19, 19.5, 20, and 21 hpf (one-way ANOVA at each time point,
p > 0.05), with significant differences at 20.5 and 22 hpf (one-way ANOVA at each time point, p < 0.05), when experimental fish showed increases in event
duration.
(D) The distance from the cell center to the midline of the cord for active cells is reduced significantly in the experimental (GCaMP, NpHR, Light) fish
compared to the three controls at all ages tested except for 20 hpf (one-way ANOVA at each time point, p < 0.05). In (C) and (D), means were calculated
per cell (72–137 cells per group). Error bars = SEM. Asterisks in (C) and (D) mark pairwise significance from post hoc comparison with Bonferroni correction
(*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01). See also Figure S6.
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brief, correlated activity as they establish functional connec-
tivity with other neurons. This transition occurred in neurons
that became active early (e.g., Figure S2A) and in neurons
that matured and integrated into the network at a later stage
(e.g., Figure S2B). Light-driven reduction of activity with
NpHR reduced the overall ipsilateral correlation by reducing
the fraction of cells that made the transition to brief, correlated
activity. As seen in control fish experiencing normal activity,
the uncorrelated cells tended to be located more medially in
the spinal cord, except that in the fish whose activity had
been inhibited by light, they went from being a small minority
to being roughly half of the active cells (Figure 7).These effects are striking given that the inhibition of activity
is only by approximately half, it lasts for only 1 of the 3 hr of the
developmental transition, and it occurs in only a subset of
ventral spinal neurons: the VeLD interneurons and motoneu-
rons (the KAs, also targeted in the Gal4s1020t line, have not
been shown to display rhythmic spontaneous activity [21]).
These observations imply that early spontaneous activity in
VeLD interneurons and/or motoneurons, or in neurons that
they drive, is required for the integration of less mature
neurons into the correlated network and for the acquisition
of normal patterns of population activity. The effect that we
observe from inhibiting activity between 18 and 19 hpf was
not present until 20.5 hpf, suggesting that inhibition of activity
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101in the few cells that are active early likely alters the integration
of other neurons that mature later.
Previous studies have shown that calcium fluctuations play
an essential role in developmental processes such as cell
migration [41], axon guidance [42], and the expression of the
membrane proteins that control cell excitability [43]. It is
possible that some or all of these mechanisms underlie the
effect of activity manipulation that we observe. For example,
a lateral position could be required for integration into the
correlated network, and blocking migration to this position
could subsequently reduce the number of coupled cells. It
has recently been shown that endogenous patterns of sponta-
neous activity are required for the proper development of
coordinated patterns of activity in the motor system of an
invertebrate [44]. Here we show that early uncorrelated spon-
taneous activity is required for the formation of coordinated
motor circuits in a vertebrate.
Conclusion
Correlated, rhythmic spontaneous activity is a common
feature of developing networks and is essential for normal
circuit maturation. By applying noninvasive optical tools to
image activity, we observed a rapid transition from sporadic,
long-duration, uncorrelated activity to fast, correlated, and
rhythmic spontaneous activity in the spinal cord of the intact
developing zebrafish. Correlated activity between neurons
on the same side of the cord was found to emerge through
the formation of small local microcircuits and their subsequent
coalescence into a single ipsilateral network, at the same time
as side-to-side alternation emerged. This transition to
patterned locomotor-like population activity is perturbed by
optical inhibition of motoneurons and VeLD interneurons
during the transition period, impeding the integration of
maturing neurons into the coordinated network. These results
indicate that the formation of the spinal CPG is dependent on
activity that occurs before functional connectivity is robustly
established in the network.
Experimental Procedures
The following transgenic lines were used for experiments (naming accord-
ing to official zebrafish nomenclature): Et(20.6hsp70l:Gal4-VP16)s1020t
(a.k.a. Gal4s1020t) [22]; Tg(UAS-E1b:Kaede)s1999t/+ (a.k.a. UAS:Kaede)
[22]; and Tg(UAS:NpHR-mCherry)s1989t (a.k.a. UAS:NpHR) [20], as well
as UAS:GCaMP3 [18].
Animal experiments were done under oversight by the University of Cali-
fornia institutional review board (Animal Care and Use Committee). Imaging,
photomanipulation, and analysis methods are described in the Supple-
mental Information.
Supplemental Information
Supplemental Information includes six figures, Supplemental Experimental
Procedures, and two movies and can be found with this article online at
doi:10.1016/j.cub.2011.12.002.
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